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Objectives : Possessives  -  a / an  -  Subject & Object pronouns  -  Plurals 
 
 
Exercise 1: Choose the correct item:  
 

1) My brother’s / brothers’ name is Joe. 
2) My friend’s / friends’ names are Luna and Amy. 
3) These are the children’s / childrens’ pens. 
4) There is a / an / some tea in the cup. 
5) He has a / an / some black dog. 
6) I need a / an / some orange. 
7) Tina has / is / can green eyes. 
8) Mark has / is / can patient. 

 

Exercise 2: Fill in the gaps with the suitable subject pronoun, object pronoun or possessive adjective:  

 My friend Tina is from France. (1)  lives in Paris with (2)    parents 
and younger brother. She has got a cat. (3)   name is Prince. Tina loves Prince very 
much. Tina’s grandparents are also in Paris. (4)  have got a very beautiful house. 
(5)   house is in the mountains. (6)    is big and very old. 
 

Exercise 3: Fill in the gaps with “have got”, “has got”, “is”, “are”, “am” or “can”:  

I (1)   a pet dog. His name (2)   Jack and he (3)   a 
short tail. He (4)   jump and run fast. We (5)    good friends 
and I (6)    so happy. He is a good dog. 

 

Exercise 4: Choose the suitable answer:  

1) The / A / These sea is blue. 
2) There is a / some / the water in the glass. 
3) There is a / an / some woman at the door. 
4) I ate a / an / some apple on the first break. 
5) Can I have a cup / bar / loaf of soap to wash my hands? 
6) Let’s buy two cans / cartons / bowls of cola. 
7) Can you buy a leaf / packet / loaf of bread, please? 
8) We need some tins / bottles / packets of tuna. 

 


